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Randomized stimulation and averaging (RSA) allows auditory evoked potentials (AEPs) to be

recorded at high stimulation rates. This method does not perform deconvolution and must therefore

deal with interference derived from overlapping transient evoked responses. This paper analyzes

the effects of this interference on auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) and middle latency

responses (MLRs) recorded at rates of up to 300 and 125 Hz, respectively, with randomized stimu-

lation sequences of a jitter both greater and shorter than the dominant period of the ABR/MLR

components. Additionally, this paper presents an advanced approach for RSA [iterative-randomized

stimulation and averaging (I-RSA)], which includes the removal of the interference associated with

overlapping responses through an iterative process in the time domain. Experimental results show

that (a) RSA can be efficiently used in the recording of AEPs when the jitter of the stimulation

sequence is greater than the dominant period of the AEP components, and (b) I-RSA maintains all

the advantages of RSA and is not constrained by the restriction of a minimum jitter. The signifi-

cance of the results of this study is discussed. VC 2014 Acoustical Society of America.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4900832]

PACS number(s): 43.66.Yw, 43.64.Ri, 43.64.Yp [ELP] Pages: 3233–3248

I. INTRODUCTION

Auditory evoked potentials (AEPs) are a set of low-

amplitude voltage peaks (usually less than 1 lV at the electro-

des), generated in different parts of the auditory pathway in

response to a stimulus. AEPs can be classified according to

their generator site and their peak latency (time between the

stimulus onset and the occurrence of the peaks), which ranges

between 1 ms and 0.5 s. The recording of AEPs is extensively

used in both human and animal studies because of its nonin-

vasive nature. The auditory brainstem response (ABR) is a

particular AEP partly generated in the cochlea, in the auditory

nerve and in the brainstem (Eggermont, 2007; Pratt, 2011).

The ABR comprises a number of waves that occur within the

first 10 ms from stimulus onset. These waves are identified by

sequential Roman numerals, as originally proposed by Jewett

and Williston (1971). Although up to seven waves can be

identified in the ABR, the most robust peaks are waves I, III,

and V. The recording of ABR signals is commonly used in

hospital and clinics worldwide as a hearing screening tool, to

detect the hearing threshold, and to detect hearing impair-

ments such as vestibular schwannomas and M�enière’s disease

(Kacker and Deka, 1986; Podoshin et al., 1986; Hall, 2007;

Bush et al., 2008). The middle latency response (MLR) is

generated in the auditory thalamocortical system. The MLR

has latencies from 10 to 60 ms, and comprises the components

Na, Pa, Nb, and Pb (Eggermont, 2007; Pratt, 2011). The longer

latency component of the MLR is usually affected by atten-

tion and is difficult to record under sleep and sedation, limit-

ing the clinical utility of these signals to the assessment of

cooperative children and adults (Pratt, 2007). MLR signals

are typically used in clinical practice to evaluate the central

auditory nervous system and in the assessment of auditory-

pathway integrity in cochlear implant candidates, since elec-

trically elicited MLR signals are less contaminated by the

stimulus artifact than electrical ABR signals (Fifer and

Sierra-Irizarry, 1988; Hall, 2007; Pratt, 2007, 2011).

AEPs are conventionally elicited by stimuli presented

periodically (Wong and Bickford, 1980; Elberling and Don,

2007), i.e., with a constant inter-stimulus interval (ISI). This

method has the limitation that the ISI must be greater than

the averaging window to avoid contamination of the record-

ing by the adjacent responses; otherwise it would not be

mathematically possible to recover the overlapping AEP

(Zollner et al., 1976; Kjaer, 1980; Jewett et al., 2004).

Considering standard averaging windows of 10 ms for ABR

signals and 100 ms for MLR signals, ABRs and MLRs can-

not be recorded with the conventional method at rates higher

than 100 and 10 Hz, respectively. However, the recording of

AEPs at higher rates presents certain advantages, as several

authors have reported. First, the recording of AEPs at high

rates allows the study of neural adaptation (Lasky, 1997;

Burkard et al., 1990; Valderrama et al., 2014a). Other
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authors state that high stimulation rates may improve accu-

racy in estimating the hearing threshold of a subject (Leung

et al., 1998). High stimulation rates have also been used to

detect certain pathologies (e.g., Don et al., 1977; Stockard

et al., 1978; Yagi and Kaga, 1979; Jiang et al., 2000;

Thornton et al., 2006; Bohorquez et al., 2009). Additionally,

some authors have concluded that the use of high stimulation

rates may speed up hearing screening, since less recording

time would be necessary in order for a specific number of

averaged auditory responses (sweeps) to be obtained

(Thornton and Slaven, 1993; Leung et al., 1998; Bell et al.,
2001, 2002). However, neural adaptation produces changes

in the morphology of the responses, decreasing the signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) of the response. Whether or not high rates

are useful in the recording of AEPs in less time is currently

controversial (Burkard and Don, 2007).

Various methods have emerged to overcome the rate li-

mitation imposed by the conventional technique. These meth-

ods use jittered stimulation sequences with specific properties

in the time and frequency domains that allow the recovery of

overlapping transient evoked responses. The jitter of a stimu-

lation sequence measures the dispersion of the ISI compared

with a periodical presentation of stimuli, with constant ISI.

The most relevant methods used to obtain AEPs at high rates

are maximum length sequences (MLS) (Eysholdt and

Schreiner, 1982), ADJAR (Woldorff, 1993), quasiperiodic

sequence deconvolution (QSD) (Jewett et al., 2004), continu-

ous loop averaging deconvolution (CLAD) (Ozdamar et al.,
2003a; Ozdamar et al., 2003b; Delgado and Ozdamar, 2004;

Ozdamar and Bohorquez, 2006), least-squares (LS) deconvo-

lution (Bardy et al., 2014a), and randomized stimulation and

averaging (RSA) (Valderrama et al., 2012).

The MLS, ADJAR, QSD, CLAD, and LS methods

obtain the AEP by a deconvolution procedure. The funda-

mentals of deconvolution of overlapping responses are

described below. The recorded electroencephalogram (EEG)

y(t) can be represented as the convolution of a stimulation

signal s(t) and an AEP h(t) plus noise n(t): y(t)¼ s(t) � h(t)
þ n(t). In the frequency domain, this equation would yield

Y(f)¼ S(f) � H(f)þN(f). The AEP in the frequency domain

H(f) can be worked out as H(f)¼Y(f)/S(f) � N(f)/S(f). In this

equation, the value of N(f) is unknown. Therefore, the AEP

in the frequency domain can be estimated as bH(f)¼Y(f)/S(f),
considering N(f)/S(f) as the error between the estimated and

the real AEP. Accurate estimation of bH(f) requires (a) the

reduction of the power of the noise distribution N(f) by aver-

aging, and (b) the selection of a stimulation sequence s(t)
whose frequency components S(f) are not close to zero, oth-

erwise the noise at that frequency would be amplified, lead-

ing to instability. Finally, estimation of the AEP in the time

domain is the inverse Fourier transform (IFFT) of bH(f):bh(t)¼ IFFT{ bH(f)} (Jewett et al., 2004; Ozdamar and

Bohorquez, 2006; Valderrama et al., 2014a).

The MLS method has been widely used not only with

AEPs (e.g., Leung et al., 1998; Bohorquez and Ozdamar,

2006; Lavoie et al., 2010), but also with transient evoked

otoacoustic emissions (e.g., Hine et al., 2001; Thornton and

Slaven, 1993; de Boer et al., 2007). The distribution of the

ISI in this method is adjusted to De-Bruijn sequences, in

which a k-ary de-Bruijn sequence B(k, n) of order n of a given

alphabet A is a pseudorandom cyclic sequence with size k for

which every possible subsequence of length n appears in the

sequence exactly once (Tuliani, 2001; Burkard et al., 1990).

The nature of De-Bruijn sequences imposes on MLS the

restriction of a very high jitter (Jewett et al., 2004; Ozdamar

et al., 2007). Some authors believe that high-jittered stimula-

tion sequences are a disadvantage in recording AEPs, because

the morphology of the response associated with a stimulus

not only depends on the averaged stimulation rate, but also on

the preceding ISI; therefore, high-jittered stimulation sequen-

ces could evoke auditory responses of different morphology

(especially at high rates), and the assumption of a time-

invariant response would not be accomplished (Jewett et al.,
2004; Ozdamar and Bohorquez, 2006; Valderrama et al.,
2014a). The ADJAR technique obtains the transient AEP iter-

atively in the time domain by convolving the AEP estimate in

each iteration with the statistical ISI distribution of the stimu-

lation sequence to estimate the separate effects of preceding

and succeeding stimuli on the averaged response. This tech-

nique has been widely used in event-related potentials (ERPs)

(Bekker et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2008), however, this

method has been found difficult to implement (Talsma and

Woldorff, 2005; Wang et al., 2006) and problems of instabil-

ity have been reported by some authors (Bardy et al., 2014a).

The QSD, CLAD, and LS methods present different

approaches to deconvolve overlapping auditory responses

evoked by low-jittered stimuli. These methods have been effi-

ciently used in several clinical and research applications (e.g.,

Bohorquez et al., 2009; Gutschalk et al., 2009; Presacco

et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2013; Bardy et al., 2014b).

In contrast to the MLS, ADJAR, QSD, CLAD, and LS

methods, RSA does not perform deconvolution. The

approach taken by the RSA method consists of averaging a

number of sweeps, corresponding to a burst of stimuli in

which the ISI varies randomly according to a predefined

probability distribution (randomized stimulation). The RSA

method includes a digital blanking process, which considers

null values in the average process any samples of the EEG

contaminated by stimulus artifact. The main advantages of

the RSA method are that (a) it facilitates precise control of

the jitter of the stimulation sequence, (b) randomized stimu-

lation sequences are easy to generate, since they are not sub-

ject to restrictions in the frequency domain, because RSA

does not perform deconvolution, and (c) it allows sweeps to

be processed separately. These particular advantages were

used in Valderrama et al. (2014a) to carry out a study of the

fast and slow mechanisms of neural adaptation in humans

through the separated responses method, which is based on

the categorization of sweeps according to their preceding

ISI. The categorization of responses according to their pre-

ceding ISI may be accomplished because of the individual

processing of sweeps that is allowed by RSA. Additionally,

the separate processing of responses allows artifact-rejection

techniques to be used more efficiently. In RSA, each sweep

can be individually accepted or rejected for averaging. In

contrast, deconvolution-based methods process blocks of

responses, resulting in a less flexible application of the arti-

fact rejection procedure, since the portions rejected for
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averaging in these methods are greater than in RSA. The

RSA method does, however, have some limitations. Since

RSA does not perform deconvolution, this method must deal

with interference derived from the contamination produced

by overlapping adjacent responses. Interference associated

with overlapping responses can be reduced with averaging in

RSA provided that the amount of jitter is large enough to ena-

ble positive and negative components of such interference to

be canceled with averaging (Valderrama et al., 2012). In addi-

tion to this, the digital blanking process in RSA entails non-

uniform averaging of auditory responses along the averaging

window, and small amounts of jitter could lead to significant

differences in terms of quality between different segments of

the response. For these reasons, the RSA method requires stim-

ulation sequences with a minimum amount of jitter.

In this paper we analyze the performance of the RSA

method in different jittering conditions, and we present a new

approach for RSA that includes the estimation and suppression

of the interference associated with overlapping adjacent

responses through an iterative process in the time domain. We

have called this evolution of RSA “iterative-randomized stim-

ulation and averaging” (I-RSA). This new approach maintains

the advantages of RSA while eliminating the need for a digital

blanking process, and thus also eliminating the limitation of

the minimum amount of jitter that is imposed in RSA. In this

paper, we analyze the interference associated with overlapping

responses in the RSA and I-RSA methods with both real and

artificially synthesized ABR and MLR signals obtained at dif-

ferent stimulation rates with both long and short jitter distribu-

tions. Portions of this research were presented at the

International Evoked Response Audiometry Study Group 2013

meeting held in New Orleans, LA (Valderrama et al., 2013).

II. METHODS

A. RSA

The RSA method consists of averaging auditory

responses, corresponding to a burst of stimuli in which the

ISI varies randomly according to a predefined probability

distribution (randomized stimulation). The RSA technique

involves a digital blanking process to minimize the effect of

the stimulus artifact in overlapping responses. The digital

blanking process considers as null values any EEG samples

in which stimulus artifact occurs. Using RSA notation

(Valderrama et al., 2012), let y(n), s(n) (n¼ 1,…, N), J, and

N be, respectively, the digitized EEG, the synchronization

signal (indicating with the value of 1 the start of each stimu-

lus, and 0 otherwise), the length of the averaging window,

and the total number of EEG samples. Considering a stimu-

lation sequence with K stimuli, the index of the samples in

which each stimulus starts can be represented by m(k)

(k¼ 1,…, K). Hence, s(m(k))¼ 1 8k. The blanking signal dif-

ferentiates valid samples of the EEG (value 1) from samples

contaminated by the stimulus artifact (value 0). The duration

of blanking depends on the duration of stimulus artifact. The

implementation of blanking of 1 ms duration is appropriate

for short duration stimuli, e.g., clicks. In this case, the blank-

ing signal b(n) (n¼ 1,…, N) considers as null values 0.2 ms

before and 0.8 ms after each stimulus

bðnÞ¼
0 if n�½mðkÞ�0:2ms � fs;mðkÞþ0:8ms � fs�8k
1 otherwise;

�
(1)

considering fs the sampling frequency. Longer-duration stim-

ulus artifacts would require a longer-duration blanking sig-

nal. The AEP x̂(j) (j¼ 1,…,J) is estimated in RSA by

averaging the sections of the digitized EEG not contami-

nated by the stimulus artifact

bx jð Þ ¼

XK

k¼1

b m kð Þ þ j
� �

� y m kð Þ þ j
� �

XK

k¼1

b m kð Þ þ j
� � : (2)

The RSA method is fully described in Valderrama et al.
(2012). In comparison with other methods based on deconvo-

lution, RSA (a) allows a precise control of the jitter of the

stimulation sequence, (b) presents generation of stimulation

sequences that is not subject to any particular constraint in the

frequency domain, and (c) allows auditory responses to be

processed separately. However, since RSA does not perform

deconvolution, this method must deal with interference asso-

ciated with overlapping adjacent responses, and the amount of

jitter of the stimulation sequences in RSA must therefore be

greater than the dominant period of the AEP components in

order for positive and negative components of this interfer-

ence to be canceled with averaging. The dominant period of

an AEP can be estimated through the autocorrelation function

as the shift at which the closest maximum correlation occurs

(Oppenheim and Schafer, 1999). Figure 1 shows the autocor-

relation function for given high-quality ABR and MLR sig-

nals. This figure shows that the dominant period of ABR and

MLR signals is about 2 and 25 ms, respectively, which is con-

sistent with previous studies (Rudell, 1987; Delgado and

Ozdamar, 1994; Galambos et al., 1981; Picton et al., 1992;

Pastor et al., 2002; Pratt, 2007).

Moreover, the digital blanking process included in

RSA causes non-uniform averaging along the averaging

window, i.e., the number of averaged samples along the

averaging window varies according to the amount of jitter

of the stimulation sequence and the duration of digital

blanking. Averaging a number of auditory responses below

a predefined threshold of the available samples could pro-

duce noticeable differences in terms of quality between dif-

ferent segments of the response. The quality loss associated

to digital blanking can be estimated according to the fol-

lowing procedure. Let rs and rn be the standard deviation

for the AEP and noise, respectively, in the recorded signal,

and brs and brn the corresponding standard deviations after

averaging. If N sweeps are involved in the averaging:brn¼rn/
ffiffiffiffi
N
p

, while brs¼ rs. Therefore, the SNR of the aver-

aged response is

SNRbxN
dBð Þ ¼ 20 � log10

brsbrn

� �
¼ 20 � log10

rs

rn
�
ffiffiffiffi
N
p� �

¼ SNRx dBð Þ þ 10 � log10 Nð Þ; (3)
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where SNRx is the SNR of the raw EEG. If a fraction P of

the sweeps are available for a sample affected by the blank-

ing procedure, N � P sweeps are averaged instead of N and

the SNR will be affected,

SNRx̂N�PðdBÞ ¼ SNRx̂N
ðdBÞ þ 10 � log10ðPÞ: (4)

This points out that averaging at least 70% of the available

samples would produce a maximum quality loss between

different segments of the response of 1.55 dB. Other averag-

ing thresholds, e.g., 50%, 25%, or 10% would produce maxi-

mum quality losses of, respectively, 3, 6, and 10 dB.

Figure 2 shows an analysis of the influence of the amount

of jitter (panel A) and the duration of the digital blanking

(panel B) on the number of averaged samples along the aver-

aging window of an ABR signal (10 ms) with the RSA

method. The stimulation sequences of this study were gener-

ated using 20 000 stimuli randomly distributed with a uniform

distribution of probability between “a” and “b” ms (ISIa–b).

Analysis of panel A shows the influence of the amount of jit-

ter on the number of averaged samples when the duration of

digital blanking is 1 ms. In this analysis, using a 4 ms jittered

stimulation sequence (ISI5–9), the lowest number of averaged

samples is around 15 000 samples; in a 2 ms jittered sequence

(ISI5–7), that number is about 10 000 samples; and in a 0.5 ms

jittered sequence (ISI5–5.5), there would be a segment in the

averaging window that could not be obtained. Analysis of

panel B shows the influence of long- and short-duration blank-

ing on the number of averaged samples along the averaging

window. This analysis shows that long duration blanking used

in long duration stimuli would impose the restriction of a

large amount of jitter to meet the requirement of averaging at

least 70% of the available samples. The use of a shorter-

duration blanking could allow less jittered stimulation sequen-

ces to be implemented. This study shows that the amount of

jitter and the duration of digital blanking are parameters influ-

encing the number of averaged samples along the averaging

window. The RSA method requires (a) a minimum amount of

jitter that must be greater than the dominant period of the

components of the AEPs to allow positive and negative com-

ponents of the interference associated with overlapping

responses to be canceled by averaging, and (b) a jitter

distribution that allows a sufficient number of averaged sam-

ples all along the averaging window to avoid appreciable dif-

ferences in quality between different segments of the recorded

AEP.

With the above limitations of RSA in mind, the authors

have developed a modified version of RSA which does not

require a digital blanking process and eliminates the interfer-

ence associated with overlapping adjacent responses through

an iterative process in the time domain. We have called this

approach I-RSA. This version of RSA maintains the main

properties of RSA, while overcoming the limitation of the jit-

ter imposed in RSA. The approach for this method is based on

iterations that include estimation of the interference associated

with overlapping responses, its subtraction from the recorded

EEG, and re-estimation of the AEP. The improved AEP esti-

mate on each iteration leads to a better estimate of the interfer-

ence associated with overlapping responses, and a better AEP

estimate can therefore be obtained recursively. The accuracy

of the AEP estimate increases with the number of iterations.

The total number of iterations can be set either as a predefined

value, or automatically, in which case the method stops iterat-

ing when the differences between AEP estimates in successive

iterations are negligible. As in RSA, the generation of stimula-

tion sequences in I-RSA is based on randomized stimulation,

where the ISI of the stimuli varies randomly according to a

predefined probability distribution (Valderrama et al., 2012).

The mathematical formulation of I-RSA is described

below. Using RSA notation (Valderrama et al., 2012), the

estimate of the transient evoked potential x̂(j) (j¼ 1,…, J) is

obtained in I-RSA by an iterative process in the time do-

main. Each iteration (i) results in an estimate of the transient

evoked potential, represented by bhi(j). The AEP estimate in

each iteration by the I-RSA method is obtained as the aver-

age of the K sweeps, in which the contribution of the adja-

cent responses to each current response is suppressed,

bhi jð Þ ¼ 1

K

XK

k¼1

yk jþ m kð Þ
� �

; (5)

where yk(n) (n¼ 1,…,N) represents the EEG in which the

kth response is kept, but all the other responses (i.e., the

FIG. 1. Autocorrelation function for given high-quality ABR and MLR signals. This figure shows that the dominant period of ABR and MLR signals is about

2 and 25 ms, respectively.
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overlapping responses) are subtracted. The yk(n) signals

can be obtained for each stimulus as the original electroen-

cephalogram y(n) minus the AEP estimates on the preced-

ing iteration bhi�1 corresponding to all stimuli excluding the

stimulus k,

ykðnÞ ¼ yðnÞ � ðsðnÞ � skðnÞÞ � hi�1; (6)

where sk(n) represents the stimulation signal for the stimulus

k, and the symbol � is the convolution operator. Considering

the signal z(n) as the original EEG with all AEPs suppressed:

z(n)¼ y(n) � s(n) � hi�1, then

ykðnÞ ¼ yðnÞ � sðnÞ � hi–1 þ skðnÞ � hi–1

¼ zðnÞ þ skðnÞ � hi�1: (7)

FIG. 2. Influence of the amount of jitter of the stimulation sequence (panel A) and the duration of digital blanking (panel B) on the number of samples aver-

aged along the averaging window for an ABR signal with the RSA method. This figure shows that low-jittered sequences and long-duration blanking can pro-

duce appreciable differences in terms of quality between different segments of the response.
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The sections of yk corresponding to the averaging window of

the stimulus k can thus be obtained as

ykðjþ mðkÞÞ ¼ zðjþ mðkÞÞ þ skðjþ mðkÞÞ � hi�1: (8)

The sk(n) signal can be represented as d(n � m(k)), where

d(n) represents the Dirac delta function, with the value 1 for

n¼ 0, and 0 otherwise. Hence

ykðjþ mðkÞÞ ¼ zðjþmðkÞÞ þ dðjþ mðkÞ � mðkÞÞ � hi�1

¼ zðjþ mðkÞÞ þ hi�1; (9)

since d(j) � f¼ f for whatever function f. Therefore, Eq. (5)

can be rewritten as

bhi jð Þ ¼ 1

K

XK

k¼1

z jþ m kð Þ
� �

þ hi–1

� 	

¼ hi�1 þ
1

K

XK

k¼1

z jþ m kð Þ
� �� 	

: (10)

In this equation, the term ð1=KÞ
PK

k¼1zðjþ mðkÞÞ repre-

sents the correction made to the AEP estimate on the preced-

ing iteration hi�1. Under certain jitter distributions and

stimulation rates, this correction parameter may cause insta-

bility problems, leading to worse AEP estimates in succes-

sive iterations. We have verified (with simulations and real

ABR and MLR signals) that problems of instability usually

arise with narrow distributions of the jitter and stimulation

rates in which the averaged ISI is close to a maximum value

of the AEP autocorrelation function. The instability issue

can be solved by inserting a correction factor a, which may

constrain (a-values lower than 1) or enhance (a-values

greater than 1) the correction made to hi�1. Thus, the AEP

estimate in iteration i is obtained as

bhi jð Þ ¼ hi�1 þ a � 1

K

XK

k¼1

z jþ m kð Þ
� �� 	

: (11)

The value of the a parameter can be defined either as a

fixed value in all iterations or adaptive in each iteration.

Theoretically, the optimal a-value is the greatest value of a
that avoids instability. Greater a-values would provide

increasing oscillations in successive iterations, leading to an

unstable solution. Lower a-values slow down the speed of

convergence toward the AEP estimate, even though conver-

gence would be guaranteed. An adaptive definition of a-

value could be an efficient alternative, in which the value of

a increases or decreases in each iteration according to a diag-

nosis of convergence.

The estimated AEP on each iteration bhi(j) is used in the

following iteration as bhi–1(j). The I-RSA method is initial-

ized with bh0(j)¼ 0 8j. Finally, the estimate of the transient

AEP by I-RSA x̂(j) can be obtained either as the estimated

AEP after a predefined number of iterations I (x̂(j)¼ bhI(j)),
or when the differences between the AEP estimates

in successive iterations are negligible (x̂(j)¼ bhi(j) if bhi(j)
� bhi–1(j)).

Figure 3 illustrates an example of an iteration of the

I-RSA method outlined above. In this example, the sampling

frequency is fs¼ 25 kHz, the length of the averaging window

is J¼ 2500 samples, which corresponds to 100 ms, and the

correction factor is a¼ 1. Figure 3(A) shows an MLR signal

as an example of transient AEP. The ABR, Na, Pa, Nb, and

Pb components can be identified in this transient AEP.

Figure 3(B) shows a segment of a synchronization signal

s(n) whose interstimulus intervals vary randomly with a uni-

form distribution between 42 and 58 ms (ISI42–58). The index

of the samples at which stimuli start m(k) (k¼ 1,…,5) are

FIG. 3. An illustration of estimation of the AEP based on I-RSA. Sampling

frequency: fs¼ 25 kHz; length of the averaging window: J¼ 2500 samples

(100 ms); correction factor: a¼ 1. (A) Transient AEP. This example shows a

MLR signal. (B) Synchronization signal and raw EEG (in this example, the

EEG was synthesized from a real MLR response). (C) Estimation of the

AEP on the preceding iteration. (D) EEG with all overlapping responses

subtracted. (E) Estimation of the AEP on the iteration i.
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shown next to each stimulus. This figure also shows the

recorded EEG, which in this example was artificially syn-

thesized by the convolution of the synchronization signal

and the transient AEP plus white noise added to the

EEG at a SNR of 9.5 dB. Figure 3(C) shows the esti-

mated AEP on the preceding iteration: hi–1(j), which is

used in the iteration i as an approximation of the AEP

to evaluate and suppress the interference associated with

overlapping responses. Figure 3(D) shows the recorded

EEG with all overlapping responses subtracted (z(n)).

Figure 3(E) outlines the AEP-estimation process for the

iteration i, which is obtained by adding the AEP estima-

tion in the preceding iteration hi–1(j) to the average of

the signals z1� � �zK.

The performance of the RSA and I-RSA methods is

assessed in this paper with both real and artificially synthe-

sized ABR and MLR signals using stimulation sequences of

different rates and jitter distributions.

B. EEG recording

The AEP-recording procedure consisted of the presenta-

tion of auditory stimuli to the subjects and the recording of

their associated electrical responses (sweeps). Stimulation of

the auditory system was performed monaurally by mono-

phasic 0.1 ms rarefaction clicks to evoke a synchronous firing

of neurons, especially those in the 1000–4000 Hz region

(Hall, 2007; Thornton, 2007), using an insert earphone (ER-

3A Etymotic Research, Elk Grove Village, IL). The recording

sessions took place in a shielded screening booth prepared to

attenuate acoustical and electromagnetic interference. The

subjects were seated comfortably in order to minimize elec-

tromyogenic interference. The intensity level 0 dB normal-

hearing level (nHL) corresponds to 33.54 dB peak-to-peak

equivalent sound pressure level dB pe-SPL, calibrated by an

Artificial Ear type 4153 2-cc acoustic coupler (Br€uel & Kjær

Sound & Vibration Measurement A/S, Nærum, Denmark).

The EEGs were recorded by Ag/AgCl surface electrodes

placed on the upper forehead (active), lower forehead

(ground), and ipsilateral mastoid (reference). The interelec-

trode impedance was below 5 kX in all recordings. The EEG

was amplified by 70 dB and bandpass filtered by a 24 dB/

Octave slope filter with a bandwidth of [150–3500] Hz for

ABR and [0.5–3500] Hz for MLR. The recorded signal was

sampled at 25 kHz, digitally filtered (fourth order, band-

width: [300–3000] Hz for ABR, [30–1000] Hz for MLR),

and stored using 16 bits of quantization. Digital signals

were processed with algorithms implemented in MATLAB

(The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA). An artifact-rejection

method prevented the processing of any sweeps whose

maximum amplitude exceeded 610 lV. No recordings

were processed from the first second of the recording test

in order to acclimatize the subject to the stimulation

sequence and prevent the processing of any ERPs associ-

ated with novelty. A fuller description of the recording

system used in this study can be found in Valderrama

et al. (2011, 2014c).

The recording process carried out in this study was in

accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical

Association (Declaration of Helsinki) for experiments

involving humans, and it was approved by the Research

Ethics Committee established by the Health Research

Authority (Reference No. RHM ENT0082).

C. Description of the experiments

This study involves the recording of ABR and MLR sig-

nals at different stimulation rates using RSA and I-RSA meth-

ods. Sixteen subjects, 10 males and 6 females, aged 19–46 yrs

(with a mean and standard deviation age of 30 6 6) were

recruited for this study. No participant showed any significant

auditory dysfunction, presenting audiometric thresholds of

20 dB hearing level or less for pure tones between 250 and

8000 Hz. The subjects were volunteers and were informed

in detail about the experimental protocol and possible

side effects of the test. A consent form was signed by

the participants before the beginning of the recording ses-

sion, which was carried out at the Royal South Hants

Hospital (Southampton, United Kingdom). Subjects #S1 to

#S8 participated in the study of ABR signals, and sub-

jects #S9 to #S16 participated in the study of MLR sig-

nals. The RSA and I-RSA methods were implemented as

presented in Sec. II A of this paper. In RSA, the digital

blanking used in the RSA method was 1 ms ([�0.2 to

0.8] ms). The randomized stimulation sequences used in

this study were built according to uniform jitter distribu-

tions, i.e., the ISI of an ISIa–b stimulation sequence varies

randomly with uniform distribution between “a” and “b”

ms (Valderrama et al., 2012).

The first experiment consists of a study of the inter-

ference associated with overlapping responses in both

real and computer simulated ABR and MLR signals

obtained at different stimulation rates with the RSA and

I-RSA methods in different jittering conditions. The aim

of this study is to assess the performance of the pro-

posed method (I-RSA), and to analyze the effects of the

interference associated with overlapping responses with

ABR and MLR signals obtained from the RSA and I-

RSA methods when the amount of jitter is greater than,

equal to, and shorter than the dominant period of the

ABR/MLR components. In this experiment, the I-RSA

method was implemented using an adaptive a-value and

a large number of iterations (I¼ 1000) in order to

achieve convergence in all scenarios. The adaptive defi-

nition of a in each iteration consisted of increasing a-

value at a 10% factor in case of convergence, and

decreasing its value at a 40% factor in case of instabil-

ity. Convergence or instability was verified by comparing

the energy of the correction factor at the current itera-

tion with that of the preceding iteration (an increase is a

symptom of instability). The value of a in the first itera-

tion was 0.8.

The study of ABR signals included the generation of

stimulation sequences at rates of 71 Hz (8500 stimuli), 83 Hz

(10 000 stimuli), 100 Hz (12 000 stimuli), 125 Hz (15 000

stimuli), 167 Hz (20 000 stimuli), 250 Hz (30 000 stimuli),

and 300 Hz (36 000 stimuli), using jitter distributions greater

than (4 ms), equal to (2 ms), and shorter than (0.6 ms) the
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dominant period of the ABR components (about 2 ms). The

recording of MLR signals was performed by generating stim-

ulation sequences at rates of 8 Hz (2000 stimuli), 20 Hz (2400

stimuli), 40 Hz (4800 stimuli), 67 Hz (8000 stimuli), 100 Hz

(12 000 stimuli), and 125 Hz (15 000 stimuli), using jitter dis-

tributions greater than (50 ms), equal to (25 ms), and shorter

than (16 ms) the dominant period of the MLR components

(about 25 ms). The varying number of stimuli used in these

stimulation sequences was set to achieve a compromise

between the duration of the test and the quality of the

response. An averaging window of 25 ms (J¼ 625 samples)

was used in the study of ABR signals to expand the analysis

of the interference associated with overlapping adjacent

responses outside the standard averaging window (10 ms).

The length of the averaging window for MLR signals was

100 ms (J¼ 2500 samples). In the study with computer-

simulated signals, real high-quality ABR and MLR signals

were used as templates. The template used for the ABR test

was recorded from subject #S8 (male, aged 26), using 20 000

stimuli presented at 70 dB nHL with a stimulation sequence

ISI20–24 (45 Hz). The template used for the MLR test was

recorded from subject #S9 (male, aged 28), with stimuli pre-

sented at 70 dB nHL using a stimulation sequence ISI117–133

(8 Hz) of 10 000 stimuli. Different EEGs were artificially syn-

thesized by the convolution of the templates with each stimu-

lation sequence of this study. An estimate of the template was

obtained by the RSA and I-RSA methods from the EEG syn-

thesized at each stimulation rate and under each jittering con-

dition. The advantage for using artificially synthesized EEGs

is that they do not include any noise artifacts typically present

in the recording of real AEPs, such as interference derived

from the myogenic activity of the subject or from electromag-

netic interference. The only type of interference included in

these synthesized EEGs is associated with overlapping

responses, which was estimated as the root-mean-square (rms)

value of the difference between the template and the signals

obtained by each method. Furthermore, in simulation, the orig-

inal ABR/MLR template is known, which allows determining

the effects of overlapping responses in the ABR/MLR esti-

mates by the RSA and I-RSA methods. In the study with real

signals, the ABR and MLR signals were recorded from subject

#S9 (male, aged 28) using stimuli presented at 70 dB nHL.

The real ABR and MLR signals were obtained from these

recorded EEGs using the RSA and I-RSA methods.

The second experiment includes an analysis of latencies

and amplitudes of the peaks of real ABR and MLR signals

obtained with RSA and I-RSA at different stimulation rates in

a set of 8 normal-hearing subjects for the study of ABR sig-

nals (6 males and 2 females, aged 16–36), and a different set

of 8 normal-hearing subjects for the study of MLR signals

(4 males and 4 females, aged 23–46). In this experiment, the

I-RSA method was implemented using fixed values of a¼ 0.8

and I¼ 50 iterations. ABR signals were elicited by stimuli

presented at 70 dB nHL at rates of 45, 56, 71, 83, 100, 125,

and 250 Hz (20 000 stimuli in all rates), using jitter distribu-

tions of 4 ms (greater than the dominant period of the ABR

components). MLR signals were elicited by stimuli presented

at 70 dB nHL at the rates 8 Hz (2000 stimuli), 20 Hz (5000

stimuli), 40 Hz (5000 stimuli), 67 Hz (5000 stimuli), 100 Hz

(10 000 stimuli), and 125 Hz (20 000 stimuli), using jitter dis-

tributions of 16 ms (shorter than the dominant period of the

MLR components). The varying number of stimuli used in

the stimulation sequences allowed MLR signals of sufficient

quality to be recorded with an appropriate recording time.

The length of the averaging window was 10 ms for ABR sig-

nals (J¼ 250 samples), and 100 ms for MLR signals

(J¼ 2500 samples). Latencies (Lpeak) were measured as the

difference in milliseconds between the stimulus onset and the

maximum value of the peak. In ABR signals, amplitudes

(Apeak) were measured in microvolts as the difference

between the top of the peak and the following trough; whereas

in MLR signals, amplitudes were measured as the difference

between the negative and positive wave complex (Hall, 2007;

Burkard and Don, 2007; Pratt, 2007).

The differences between the morphology of the AEPs

obtained with the RSA and I-RSA methods were analyzed

by a matched paired t-test for differences in latencies (LRSA-

LI-RSA) and by a matched paired Wilcoxon signed rank test

for the ratio of amplitudes calculated as ARSA/AI-RSA � 1,

using a significance level of a¼ 0.05 in both analyses.

III. RESULTS

A. Experiment 1

Figure 4 shows real and computer-simulated ABR

(panel A) and MLR (panel B) signals obtained with the RSA

and I-RSA methods at different rates using stimulation

sequences of jitter distributions greater than, equal to, and

shorter than the dominant period of the ABR/MLR compo-

nents. In ABR signals, the averaging window of 25 ms

allows the interference associated with overlapping adjacent

responses to be studied outside the standard averaging win-

dow for ABR signals (10 ms). In the computer-simulated

study, the signals used as a template are shown below each

figure. The main components of these AEPs are labeled on

the figure. The level of interference associated with overlap-

ping responses has been estimated in each method as the rms

value of the difference between the template and the

obtained signals by the RSA and I-RSA methods. The study

with simulated signals shows that estimation of the ABR and

MLR signals by the RSA method is accurate when the distri-

bution of the jitter is greater than the dominant period of the

ABR/MLR components. The ABR signals corresponding to

a jitter distribution of 4 ms and the MLR signals correspond-

ing to a jitter distribution of 50 ms present a similar morphol-

ogy to their corresponding template (with similar latencies

and amplitudes of their components). When the jitter distri-

bution is equal to the dominant period of the ABR/MLR

components, i.e., jitter of 2 ms for ABRs and 25 ms for

MLRs, the ABR and MLR signals estimated by the RSA

method present small differences with the template wave-

form owing to the interference associated with overlapping

responses. For instance, some additional peaks appear out-

side the averaging window in ABR signals, and the compo-

nents wave I at 125 Hz; wave II at 167 Hz; waves I, III, and

VII at 250 Hz; and the Pb at 20 Hz are slightly overestimated.

The effects of interference associated with overlapping

responses become particularly manifest when the jitter is
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shorter than the dominant period of the ABR/MLR compo-

nents, e.g., jitter of 0.6 ms for ABRs and 16 ms for MLRs. At

rates up to 100 Hz, the ABR signals estimated by RSA per-

fectly fit the template waveform, although a discernible

waveform similar in morphology to an ABR signal appears

next to the response (between 10 and 25 ms) owing to the in-

terference associated with overlapping responses. As the

stimulation rate increases, these additional components

FIG. 4. (Color online) Real and computer-simulated ABR (panel A) and MLR (panel B) signals obtained with RSA and I-RSA at different stimulation rates

using stimulation sequences of jitter distributions that are greater than, equal to, and shorter than the dominant period of the ABR/MLR components. In the

study with simulated ABR/MLR signals, the interference associated with overlapping responses has been estimated as the rms value of the difference between

the template and the signals obtained.
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(which are due to interference, and are not part of the true

response) appear on the latencies of ABR components (first

10 ms) and produce contamination of the response, which

cannot be reduced by averaging. Some of these effects are

overestimation of waves I and VII at 125 Hz; waves III, VI,

and VII at 167 Hz; waves I, V, and VII at 250 Hz, and wave

II at 300 Hz. Additionally, this figure shows that the ABR

signals obtained for a jitter of 0.6 ms present noticeable dif-

ferences in quality between different segments of the

response, and certain segments could not be obtained as a

result of digital blanking.

Analysis of the effects of overlapping responses in MLR

signals shows significant differences between the MLRs

obtained with RSA and the template. At 20 Hz, these effects

cause overestimation of the Pb component and the generation

of an additional peak at about 80 ms. At 40 Hz, the effects of

overlapping responses cause significant overestimation of

the Na, Pa, Nb, and Pb components, and an additional peak is

also generated at latency of about 80 ms. These effects are a

consequence of the resonance generated when the compo-

nents are in phase (occurring at the same time relative to the

stimulus) and overlap (Bohorquez and Ozdamar, 2008). This

phenomenon is generally known as 40-Hz ERP and was first

described by Galambos et al. (1981). The latencies of the

components are estimated correctly at rates of 20 and 40 Hz.

At rates of 67, 100, and 125 Hz the interference associated

with overlapping responses causes underestimation of the

amplitudes of all components. Underestimation of the ampli-

tude of the Pb component at these rates leads to premature

estimation of its latency. In contrast to RSA, the computer-

simulated study shows that the I-RSA method is able to esti-

mate the true AEP (template) accurately under all recording

conditions. The ABR and MLR signals obtained by the

I-RSA method present the same morphology as the template

signal, and the interference associated with overlapping

responses in I-RSA is lower than 0.01 lVrms for all ABR and

MLR signals at all stimulation rates and under all jittering

conditions.

Analysis of the morphology of real ABR and MLR sig-

nals obtained with the RSA and I-RSA methods is consistent

with the computer-simulated study. This study shows no sig-

nificant differences between the ABR and MLR signals

obtained with the RSA and I-RSA methods when the jitter of

the stimulation sequences is greater than (4 ms for ABRs

and 50 ms for MLRs) or equal to (2 ms for ABRs and 25 ms

for MLRs) the dominant period of the ABR/MLR compo-

nents. The real ABR signals obtained with RSA for a jitter

of 0.6 ms at rates of 71, 83, 100, and 125 Hz show additional

components similar in morphology to ABR signals appear-

ing with latencies of 10–25 ms. At rates higher than 100 Hz

these additional components (which are not part of the

response) appear within the first 10 ms of the averaging win-

dow and contaminate the response, producing, for example,

overestimation of wave I at 125 Hz, of wave II at 167 Hz,

and of wave IV at 250 Hz. In contrast, the ABR signals

obtained with the I-RSA method present no additional com-

ponents, and the changes in the morphology of the ABR sig-

nals across stimulation rates is consistent with previous

literature: As the stimulation rate increases, the amplitude of

the components decreases and the latency increases (to a

greater extent the more central the components) as a conse-

quence of neural adaptation (Lasky, 1997; Burkard et al.,
1990; Valderrama et al., 2014a).

The real MLR signals obtained with RSA and I-RSA for

a jitter of 16 ms show discernible differences consistent with

the computer-simulated analysis. Taking the signals obtained

with I-RSA as a reference, the Pb component on the MLR

signal obtained with RSA at 20 Hz is overestimated, the

Na-Pa and Nb-Pb components are overestimated at 40 Hz,

and the Na-Pa and Nb-Pb components are underestimated at

rates of 67, 100, and 125 Hz.

These results highlight that (a) the performance of the

RSA method is appropriate when the jitter of the stimulation

sequence is greater than the dominant period of the ABR/

MLR components, and (b) the I-RSA method is able to sup-

press the interference associated with overlapping responses,

leading to accurate estimates of ABR and MLR signals

when the jitter is either greater or shorter than the dominant

period of the ABR/MLR components.

B. Experiment 2

Figure 5 shows ABR (panel A) and MLR (panel B) sig-

nals recorded on 2 sets of 8 normal-hearing subjects (16 par-

ticipants) at different stimulation rates with the RSA and

I-RSA methods. Overlapping the AEPs recorded with the

RSA and I-RSA methods under each recording condition

allows their differences to be appreciated. This experiment

includes an analysis of amplitudes and latencies of ABR and

MLR signals obtained by both methods.

Figure 6 shows the mean (and standard deviation in

error bars) of the latencies and amplitudes of the main com-

ponents of ABR (panel A) and MLR (panel B) signals

obtained by the RSA and I-RSA methods at different stimu-

lation rates. The values of these parameters estimated in

both ABR and MLR signals by the I-RSA method are con-

sistent with other studies reporting AEPs obtained using the

MLS and CLAD methods (Lasky, 1984; Lina-Granade et al.,
1993; Leung et al., 1998; Stone et al., 2009; Bell et al.,
2001, 2002; Ozdamar et al., 2007). The large standard devia-

tion of the analysis of amplitudes in this study points toward

significant variability among subjects in terms of amplitudes.

With regard to ABR signals, the analysis of latencies and

amplitudes of waves I, III, and V indicates that as the stimu-

lation rate increases: (a) The latency of wave I experiences a

slight positive shift, (b) the latency of wave III undergoes a

moderate positive shift, (c) the latency of wave V increases

in more deeply, and (d) the amplitude of all the waves

decreases. The deeper shift of wave V in comparison with

wave III highlights that the stimulation rate influences cen-

tral components to a greater extent than peripheral compo-

nents, which is consistent with previous studies (Pratt and

Sohmer, 1976; Yagi and Kaga, 1979; Jiang et al., 2009). The

analysis of latencies and amplitudes of MLR signals

obtained with the I-RSA method at different stimulation

rates shows that as stimulation rate increases: (a) The latency

of the Na and Pa components remains fairly constant, (b) the

latency of the Nb and Pb components decreases, (c) the
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amplitude of the Na-Pa component decreases, and (d) the

amplitude of the Nb-Pb component increases at 40 and 67 Hz

and decreases at other rates. The resonance of the Nb-Pb am-

plitude at 40 and 67 Hz is possibly due to the association of

this component with the auditory primary thalamo-cortical

pathway at low rates, and with the non-primary reticulo-tha-

lamo-cortical pathway at rates near 50 Hz (Ozdamar et al.,
2007).

A comparison of the latencies and amplitudes of

AEPs obtained by the RSA and I-RSA methods is shown in

FIG. 5. (Color online) Panel A: ABR signals obtained in a set of eight normal-hearing subjects at different stimulation rates obtained by RSA and I-RSA using

stimulation sequences of a jitter of 4 ms (greater than the dominant period of ABR components). Panel B: MLR signals obtained in a different set of eight

normal-hearing subjects at different stimulation rates obtained by RSA and I-RSA using stimulation sequences of a jitter of 16 ms (lower than the dominant

period of MLR components).
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Tables I and II. These tables show the mean (and standard

deviation in parentheses) of the differences of latencies

expressed in milliseconds (LRSA-LI-RSA) and ratio of ampli-

tudes (estimated as ARSA/AI-RSA � 1) between AEPs

obtained by the RSA and I-RSA methods. Asterisks repre-

sent statistically significant differences between the two

methods (*: p-value< 0.05; **: p-value< 0.01). The results

shown in Table I indicate that measurements of LI, LIII, and

LV by the RSA and I-RSA methods are very similar, with

maximum absolute differences of 0.02 ms between both esti-

mates (on average). This analysis also shows that the differ-

ences between estimates of AI, AIII, and AV by the two

methods are less than 10%, except for the estimation of AI at

167 and 250 Hz, and AIII at 250 Hz, in which RSA overesti-

mates the amplitude by a factor of 15%, 14%, and 18%,

respectively. The same analysis with MLR signals (Table II)

reveals that the latency estimates for all parameters at all

stimulation rates obtained by the RSA and I-RSA are compa-

rable. Only the estimation of LPb
at 100 Hz shows statisti-

cally significant differences of 2.44 ms, on average, between

the two methods. In contrast, analysis of ANa�Pa
and ANb�Pb

shows significant differences between the estimates of these

parameters by the two methods. Taking the signals obtained

with I-RSA as a reference, at 20 Hz, there are no significant

differences in the estimation of ANa�Pa
, but RSA overesti-

mates ANb�Pb
by a factor of 41%, on average. At 40 Hz, RSA

overestimates both ANa�Pa
and ANb�Pb

by a factor of 36%

and 48%, respectively, as a consequence of the overlapping

of the resonating Pb component on the Pa component

(Bohorquez and Ozdamar, 2008). At 67 Hz and greater rates,

RSA produces a statistically significant underestimation of

both ANa�Pa
and ANb�Pb

parameters of greater than 20%. The

results of this analysis are presented in graphic form in Figs.

5 and 6.

IV. DISCUSSION

The RSA method consists in the average of auditory

responses corresponding to a burst of stimuli whose ISI

varies randomly according to a predefined probability distri-

bution along the entire stimulation sequence (randomized

stimulation). This method includes a digital blanking process

that considers as null values any EEG samples contaminated

by the stimulus artifact (Valderrama et al., 2012). Digital

blanking entails non-uniform averaging of responses along

the averaging window, which can lead to significant differ-

ences in quality between different segments of the response

if the amount of jitter is not sufficiently large. The average

of at least 70% of the available responses assures differences

of quality of less than 1.55 dB, which may be appropriate for

many applications. Long-duration blanking used for long-

duration stimuli (e.g., windowed tones) would impose the

FIG. 6. (Color online) Mean (and standard deviation in error bars) of the latencies and amplitudes of the main components of ABR (panel A) and MLR (panel B)

signals obtained by the RSA and I-RSA methods at different stimulation rates.
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restriction of more jitter in order to meet this requirement,

which could restrict the implementation of this method in

certain scenarios. Moreover, as RSA does not perform

deconvolution, this method must deal with interference

derived from overlapping adjacent responses. This type of

interference can be reduced by averaging provided that the

jitter of the stimulation sequence is large enough, thus ena-

bling positive and negative components of this interference

to be canceled out. When the premise of a minimum amount

of jitter is fulfilled, RSA has proved to be effective in record-

ing ABR signals at high stimulation rates (Valderrama et al.,
2012, 2014a,b, 2014c).

The purpose of this paper was to analyze the effects of

interference associated with overlapping responses in ABR

and MLR signals recorded at different rates with randomized

stimulation sequences whose jitter distributions were greater

and lower than the dominant period of the ABR/MLR com-

ponents. In addition, this paper has presented the I-RSA

method, a new approach of RSA that estimates and subtracts

the interference associated with overlapping responses

through an iterative process in the time domain. The iterative

procedure of the I-RSA method can derive into problems of

instability under certain distributions of the jitter and stimu-

lation rates, leading to worse AEP estimates in successive

iterations. Instability is a common problem that is also pres-

ent in methods based in deconvolution [these methods must

define stimulation sequences whose frequency components

are not close to zero to avoid noise amplification (Jewett

et al., 2004; Ozdamar and Bohorquez, 2006; Bardy et al.,
2014a)]. The instability sometimes observed in I-RSA is

associated to the fact that I-RSA performs some kind of

deconvolution in the time domain [like in the case of

ADJAR (Woldorff, 1993)]. In contrast to ADJAR, I-RSA

provides a procedure to avoid instability by including the

a-parameter in the correction.

Two experiments were performed in this study with the

dual purpose of (a) analyzing the effects of the interference

derived from overlapping responses in ABR and MLR sig-

nals obtained at different rates by the RSA and I-RSA meth-

ods, using stimulation sequences of a jitter greater and

shorter than the dominant period of the ABR/MLR compo-

nents, and (b) validating the I-RSA method proposed to re-

cord ABR and MLR signals at high stimulation rates.

In the first experiment, the study with simulated signals

showed that the RSA method accurately estimated the tem-

plates in ABR and MLR signals at all rates when the jitter

was larger than the dominant period of the ABR/MLR com-

ponents, indicating that the RSA method was able to reduce

the effects of the interference associated with overlapping

responses with averaging. However, when the jitter was

shorter than the dominant period of the ABR/MLR compo-

nents, this analysis revealed significant differences between

the template and the signals estimated by RSA as a conse-

quence of interference associated with overlapping

responses. Additionally, the use of blanking of 1 ms duration

and a jitter of 0.6 ms produced significant differences in

quality between different segments of the response, and cer-

tain segments could not be obtained because of the limitation

imposed by the digital blanking process. These results indi-

cate that estimation of the AEP by the RSA method is not

reliable when the jitter of the stimulation sequence is shorter

than the dominant period of the ABR/MLR components,

since the interference associated with overlapping responses

cannot be reduced by averaging. According to the I-RSA

TABLE I. Mean (and standard deviation in parentheses) of the differences in latencies expressed in milliseconds (LRSA-LI-RSA) and the ratio of amplitudes

(estimated as ARSA/AI-RSA � 1) between ABR signals obtained by the RSA and I-RSA methods. Statistically significant differences between the two methods

are expressed with asterisks (*: p-value< 0.05; **: p-value< 0.01).

Stimulation rate LI LIII LV AI AIII AV

45 Hz �0.01 (0.02) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.01) 0.05 (0.04)* 0.00 (0.01) �0.02 (0.02)**

56 Hz 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.01) �0.01 (0.00)* 0.05 (0.05)* 0.00 (0.01) �0.02 (0.01)**

71 Hz 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.05 (0.04) �0.01 (0.01) �0.02 (0.01)**

83 Hz 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.00) 0.05 (0.05) 0.00 (0.01) �0.02 (0.01)**

100 Hz �0.01 (0.01)* 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.00) 0.07 (0.05)* �0.01 (0.02)* �0.04 (0.03)**

125 Hz 0.00 (0.01) �0.01 (0.02) 0.00 (0.01) 0.02 (0.06) 0.03 (0.06) �0.02 (0.07)

167 Hz 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.01 (0.03) 0.15 (0.14) �0.03 (0.13) 0.06 (0.07)

250 Hz 0.00 (0.01) 0.00 (0.01) 0.02 (0.05) 0.14 (0.10) 0.18 (0.17) 0.07 (0.05)*

TABLE II. Mean (and standard deviation in parentheses) of the differences in latencies expressed in milliseconds (LRSA-LI-RSA) and the ratio of amplitudes

(estimated as ARSA/AI-RSA � 1) between MLR signals obtained by the RSA and I-RSA methods. Statistically significant differences between the two methods

are expressed with asterisks (*: p-value< 0.05; **: p-value< 0.01).

Stimulation rate LNa
LPa

LNb
LPb

ANa�Pa
ANb�Pb

8 Hz 0.00 (0.06) �0.04 (0.07) 0.45 (1.31) �0.05 (0.14) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00)

20 Hz �0.08 (0.21) �0.03 (0.10) 0.11 (0.22) �0.19 (0.26) 0.05 (0.05) 0.41 (0.26)*

40 Hz �0.24 (0.64) 0.09 (0.22) 0.65 (1.44) 0.06 (0.44) 0.36 (0.10)** 0.48 (0.21)**

67 Hz 0.16 (0.31) �0.30 (0.43) �0.30 (0.76) �1.31 (1.59) �0.21 (0.06)** �0.27 (0.10)**

100 Hz 0.13 (0.24) 0.07 (0.42) �0.76 (1.18) �2.44 (2.72)* �0.27 (0.06)** �0.33 (0.05)**

125 Hz �0.03 (0.22) �0.05 (0.50) �0.37 (0.92) �0.41 (1.22) �0.23 (0.11)** �0.27 (0.08)**
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method, this analysis has shown that this method performs a

highly accurate estimate of the template in both ABR and

MLR signals at all rates and under all jittering conditions,

which indicates that the I-RSA method is barely affected by

interference associated with overlapping responses when the

jitter is greater than, equal to, or shorter than the dominant

period of the ABR/MLR components. Analysis of real ABR/

MLR signals was consistent with the computer-simulated

study: (a) No significant differences between ABR and MLR

signals obtained by the RSA and I-RSA methods were

observed when the jitter of the stimulation sequence was at

least equal to the dominant period of the ABR/MLR signals;

and (b) when this premise was not fulfilled, the AEP

obtained by RSA was contaminated by interference due to

overlapping adjacent responses.

The morphology of the recorded signals in the second

experiment and the results of the analysis of latencies and

amplitudes indicate that I-RSA allows accurate AEPs to be

recorded using randomized stimulation sequences with jitter

distributions both greater and lower than the dominant pe-

riod of the ABR/MLR components. Furthermore, this experi-

ment has revealed the limitations of the RSA method when

the jitter of the stimulation sequences is shorter than the

dominant period of the ABR/MLR components. This study

also included an analysis of the differences between the esti-

mation of latencies and ratio of amplitudes as carried out by

the I-RSA and RSA methods. The results of this study were

in accordance with the results obtained in the first experi-

ment. These results showed that (a) estimates of real ABR

signals by the I-RSA and RSA methods were very similar,

suggesting that RSA can be used efficiently in applications

that allow the use of a jitter higher than the dominant period

of the ABR/MLR components, and (b) estimates of real

MLR signals by the two methods presented significant dif-

ferences owing to the low jitter relative to the dominant pe-

riod of the MLR components in RSA, which did not allow

the reduction by averaging of the interference associated

with overlapping responses.

In conclusion, the results of this study indicate that the

RSA method can be efficiently used for recording AEPs pro-

vided that the amount of jitter of the randomized stimulation

sequence is greater than the dominant period of the ABR/

MLR components. When this premise is not fulfilled, posi-

tive and negative components of the interference associated

with overlapping responses cannot be canceled out in the

averaging process, and the resulting AEP will not be reliable.

The limitation of a minimum amount of jitter in RSA is not

a significant constraint in the recording of ABR signals. In

ABRs, the jitter must be greater than 2 ms in order for the

response to be estimated accurately by the RSA method.

Theoretically, this amount of jitter would allow the genera-

tion of stimulation sequences to record ABRs at rates of up

to 1000 Hz (using randomized stimulation sequences ISI0–2).

However, the longer dominant period of the components of

MLR signals entails the use of a minimum jitter of 25 ms,

which constrains the use of the RSA method to rates of up to

80 Hz (using randomized stimulation sequences ISI0–25).

This stimulation rate may prove to be insufficiently

high in certain applications. Additionally, the use of such

high-jittered distributions may evoke auditory responses of

different morphology, leading to inaccurate MLR signals, as

invariance of the response over time would be wrongly

assumed (Jewett et al., 2004; Ozdamar and Bohorquez,

2006; Valderrama et al., 2012, 2014a).

The I-RSA approach presented here would seem to be

an efficient alternative to RSA when the amount of jitter

used in the stimulation sequences is shorter than the domi-

nant period of the ABR/MLR components. In this study,

AEPs were successfully recorded by I-RSA at remarkably

high stimulation rates: ABR signals were recorded at rates of

up to 300 Hz and MLR signals were recorded for the first

time with a method based on randomized stimulation at rates

of up to 125 Hz. The performance of I-RSA maintains all the

advantages of RSA: (a) It allows the jitter distribution to be

controlled with precision, (b) stimulation sequences are easy

to generate, and (c) it allows responses to be processed sepa-

rately. Additionally, I-RSA is not constrained by the restric-

tion of a minimum amount of jitter and convergence of this

iterative procedure can be controlled with the correction fac-

tor. These advantages may prove to be of value in various

research applications.
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